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Wednesday, September 25, 2013 

 

5:30 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.   Welcome Reception  

Royal Sonesta Harbor Court  
 

Thursday, September 26, 2013    

 

 8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.   Breakfast  

Royal Sonesta Harbor Court 

      

9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.  Welcome Remarks and Workshop Attendee   

     Introductions    

 

President Greg Kirkpatrick welcomed the attendees, thanked our generous sponsors and introduced 

Peter Welch.  Introduction of workshop attendees did not happen. 

 

9:00 a.m. – 9:15 a.m. Peter Welch - President, National Automobile Dealer 

Association (NADA)   

 

Mr. Welch thanked the NAMVBC for extending an invitation to NADA to be part of the 

workshop.  As NADA’s president, Mr. Welch remarked to the audience the important role as 

regulators that the association plays in the vehicle industry.  He pledged continued support and 

involvement with our association in the future.  He then went on to remark about the growth and 

general health of the auto industry.  Although the industry sales are still performing below high 

level marks of ten years ago, within the past two years there has been a robust recovery and 

enthusiasm in the industry.  Dealer profits are up and are forecasted to continue to be up in the 

future.   

 

9:15 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.    Steve Jarczyski, MPA Marketing, Port of Baltimore  

 

NAMVBC President Greg Kirkpatrick welcomed Mr. Jarczyski. Mr. Jarczyski spoke about the 

port’s history.  He advised the audience of plans for port growth in anticipation of larger container 

vessels passing through the Panama Canal and discharging in Baltimore.  He explained the 

difference between container off-loading and roll-on/roll-off cargo and the fact that imported 

vehicles are the latter type cargo.  Mr. Jarczyski accompanied his remarks with a power point 

presentation that included photographs of various port facilities and description of processing the 

unloading of vehicles.  Almost every foreign vehicle manufacturer exports into the port of 

Baltimore.   



 

9:50 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.  Update on the Federal Trade Commission’s (FTC)  

     Crackdown on Deceptive Motor Vehicle Dealer Practices 
     Teresa Kosmidis – Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal 

     Trade  Commission  

  

Ms. Kosmidis is a staff attorney in the Division of Financial Practices in the Bureau of Consumer 

Protection at the Federal Trade Commission.  She had a power point presentation.  In her remarks, 

she stated that the 2
nd

 biggest financial transaction a consumer will make is the purchase of a 

vehicle.  Under Dodd-Frank Act the FTC obtained broad jurisdiction over dealers.  The FTC has 

taken recent law enforcement action in the following areas:    

   Negative Equity Cases.  These are cases where a dealer will agree to payoff 

a car loan regardless of the amount owed.  In reality, the loan is not being paid off, but instead the 

payoff amount is rolled up into the new loan. 

   Debt Consulting.  These are cases of loan modifications where the 

consultant is paid an up-front fee for services and does nothing. 

   Deceptive Auto Ads:  There are cases where a dealer falsely advertises 

discounts on a vehicle that is not available to a standard customer.  The offer is usually 

accompanied by conditions and restrictions that are outside the capability of a regular customer.   

   Peer to Peer (P2p) Network Access.  These cases involve a dealer allowing 

privacy information to be exchanged with another dealership.  

Ms. Kosmidis explained that the above examples are typical cases where the FTC is taking action 

to better protect consumer rights when dealing with the new vehicle industry. 

 

10:30 a.m. – 10:45 a.m.  Break  

 

10:45 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB):  

How Transparent and Data Driven is It? 
 Panel Discussion: 

Paul Metrey -  Chief Regulatory Counsel, Financial 

Services, Privacy and Tax, National Auto 

Dealer Association (NADA) 

 Joel Winston - Partner, Hudson Cook, LLP 

 Moderator:  Aaron Jacoby - Partner, Arent Fox, LLP 

 

Aaron Jacoby moderated a panel discussion on the CFPB.  Mr. Metrey spoke first to explain that 

the CFPB’s authority stemmed from the 2010 credit crunch.  He stated that the CFPB is growing 

into an enormous agency which has extensive rulemaking and enforcement authority, while at 

the same time has only minimal supervisory oversight.  The CFPB has automatic funding and its 

single directorship gives it unbounded power.  In Section 1029 of the Act, the auto dealerships 

are specifically excluded from CFPB oversight.  However, the CFPB argues that certain classes 

of consumers are suffering pricing disparity by captive financing companies which needs to be 

corrected.  CFPB’s solution is to change the way dealers are compensated by trying to impose a 

flat fee on dealers for each sales transaction.  Mr. Metrey argued that there is a vast difference 

between direct lending and indirect lending that involves an auto dealer.  In a typical auto 

transaction where the auto dealer is involved in an indirect lending situation, the dealer assumes 



all the advertising cost, handling retail distribution services, handling truth & lending 

requirements.  Therefore, the CFPB ought to step back.  Mr. Jacoby drew the parties into an 

active exchange of ideas and sought questions from the audience.   

  

12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.   Lunch  

Royal Sonesta Harbor Court 

 

1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. Manufacturer Ownership:   

Is it time to carve-out a limited exception to the 

franchise laws to accommodate start-up alternative 

fueled vehicles? 
Panel Discussion: 

James Chen Director of Public Policy & Associate General 

Counsel for Regulatory Affairs, Tesla Motors 

Professor John C. Weistart – Professor of Law, Duke 

University 

Michael G. Charapp – Partner, Charapp and Weiss, LLP  

Bill Wolters – President, Texas Automobile Dealers 

Association 

Moderator:  Greg Kirkpatrick – Director, Arkansas Motor 

Vehicle Commission 

 

President Kirkpatrick moderated a lively panel discussion on manufacturer owned dealerships.  

All panelists were very informative in representing their perspectives on this issue.  No 

conclusions were reached, but as a result of the dialogue each side and the audience had a better 

appreciation of the issue.   

 

Mr. Chen started the conversation by outlining why Dealer/Owner makes sense to him.  Mr. 

Chen stated that it simply is leveraging technology and trying to achieve economies of scale.  

Using Tesla Motors as a case model, he stated that the market to support numerous dealerships 

within the United States is not there yet.  Tesla produces too few vehicles to support a franchise 

dealer system on a national level.  There is not sufficient profit in it.  Tesla will only produce at 

the maximum 10,000 vehicles for the U.S. market which is not sufficient volume to achieve 

noticeable market share.  Furthermore, because of the technology (electric motors) there are no 

or little future service requirements that otherwise support a traditional auto dealer franchisee.  

And, he added that there is an inherent conflict of interest if a dealership were to sell both types 

of vehicles (electric/combustible fuel).   

 

Mr. Wolters, sees no reason to change the franchise system that has worked so well for so long, 

such as in Texas.  He believes that dealers sell cars.  That’s their business, whether it’s a Ford 

model vehicle or a Tesla electric vehicle.  And, he believes that it is inherently wrong that .com’s 

can sell vehicles for a profit, but will not be around to service the vehicles in the future.  He 

explained that dealers are selling EV’s successfully now, and that they can sell Tesla’s too.  

Importantly, he pointed out that the franchise system protects competition.  Dealers want to make 

deals, so they will compete against other dealers to give the best price available, which helps the 

consumer.  A manufacturer has only one price.  A manufacturer doesn’t compete against itself; it 



doesn’t negotiate.   Consumers cannot negotiate against a manufacturer.  He believes that there is 

no reason to create a law to protect a niche business when the franchise system has worked so 

well for all the other manufacturers.   

 

Mr. Charapp stated that the issue is not against Tesla, but a much broader one.  He stated that this 

issue is about the law and why we have it.  Both state licensing and dealer franchise laws are at 

issue.  Dealer franchise laws are set up to protect dealers, which is true.  But, Mr. Charapp claims 

there are good reasons to support the protective nature of the law.  A dealer has made a 

significant capital investment in distribution, service, warranty, maintenance systems in his shop.  

To start a new Toyota dealership the estimated start-up cost is up to $30 million.  Floor planning 

alone is an enormous cost factor.  More importantly, Mr. Charapp argues is the public protection 

provided by the law.  He states that it is in the best interest of the public to have a local dealer 

work with them.  A multi-national, who sees a market dry up or a better market elsewhere can 

pick up and leave, stranding the public consumer to fend for himself.  A local dealer, who is 

there in and part of the community will step up to help protect the local consumer.   

 

And, state licensing creates stability.  To create an exemption for a special niche of small 

companies is bad public policy and allows for unintended consequences.  It is important for the 

public to have brick and mortar stable companies in their communities to provide warranty 

repairs and services.   

 

Professor Weistart approached the issue from a different perspective.  He teaches law at Duke 

University and basically said the issue is between new technology and new ways of doing things 

and the status quo.  His premise is that technology drives innovation and as a public policy, we 

have historically favor innovation, which, in turn, translates into the laws supporting innovation.  

Did we protect bookstores from Amazon?  Did we save newspapers from innovation and the 

Internet?  The answer is no.  And, if, for example in the discussed topic, government did step in 

to protect the franchised dealer network, we need to watch out for anti-trust considerations.   

 

Many questions from the audience were fielded by the panel.   

 

6:30 p.m. Dinner at the Rusty Scupper 
     

  

Friday, September 27, 2013    

 

 8:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.    Breakfast 

     Royal Sonesta Harbor Court 

 

9:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.  Automated Car and Vehicle Connectivity Update 

     Panel Discussion: 

     Professor Raj Rajkumar – George Westinghouse Professor of 

     ECE and Robotics, Carnegie Mellon University and Co- 

     Director, General Motors-Carnegie Mellon Autonomous  

     Driving Collaborative Research Lab  



     Stephanie Dougherty – Chief of Strategic Planning and  

     Organizational Development, California Department of  

     Motor Vehicles  
      

     Moderator:  Bill Brennan – Executive Director, California 

     New Motor Vehicle Board   

 

NAMVBC Secretary Bill Brennan moderated a panel discussion on Automated Vehicles.  Ms. 

Dougherty used a power point presentation to help describe California’s efforts to draft 

legislation to implement its recent law to allow autonomous vehicles on California roads for 

testing purposes by January 1, 2015.  She described the state’s outreach efforts to acquaint itself 

with the state of the technology by visits to leading manufacturers, including Nissan, Google, 

Volkswagen, and Bosch.  She provided videos of these autonomous vehicles performing on test 

tracks and on public roads.  Her remarks were very informative and the power point presentation 

will be posted on the NAMVBC website. 

 

Professor Rajkumar also provided a power point presentation that highlighted Carnegie Mellon 

University’s collaboration with General Motors and others to develop vehicle connectivity and 

autonomous driving.  Prof. Rajkumar stated that he has been developing this technology since 

the late 1980’s.  In 2007, CMU won the DARPA challenge with its automated vehicle, which is 

the cornerstone for their technology today.  There was a friendly exchange between the two 

presenters as each represented different areas of the country which are vying for leadership in 

this new technology. 

 

A lively question and answer session followed the presentations.  The take-away from the 

discussion is that new vehicle connectivity is being successfully introduced into the industry 

annually.  And, within the next 7 to 10 years autonomous vehicles on U.S. roadways will be a 

reality.  

 

10:30 a.m. – 10:45 a.m.  Break 

 

10:45 a.m. - 11:15 a.m. Computer Technology in Modern Investigations 

 Ontario Motor Vehicle Industry Council (OMVIC) 

Michael Rothe – Director of Legal Services, OMVIC 

 Carey Smith – Director of Investigations, OMVIC   

  

Michael Rothe and Carey Smith discussed how computer technology assists with investigations.  

By using algorithm improvements and social media sites like Craiglist, OMVIC has been able to 

refine its investigative efforts to more readily detect, identify, and prosecute curbstone violators 

and underground businesses not properly registered.   

 

11:15 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.  Negotiating the Mandate of a Transparent Government 

     Ian Christman – Registrar, Motor Vehicle Sales 

     Authority of British Columbia  

     Prin Cowan – Senior Management Analyst, Virginia Motor 

     Dealer Board  

 



Ian Christman and Prin Cowan discussed how to conduct business in a transparent way.  Both 

presenters used power point presentations that are on-line at the NAMVBC website.  Mr. 

Christman stated that the legislature passed the Access to Information Act, which provides for 

proactive disclosure of many types of records maintained in Canada and British Columbia.  The 

purpose of the Act is to make government and public body records or information available to 

individuals for review without the need to make a formal access request, thus providing better 

transparency and easier access to information.  The guidelines setting forth the differences 

between Canada and British Columbia can be read on the NAMVBC website.  Compliance with 

the Act in the long run should result in cost savings to the government, but in the short run there 

are the challenges of personnel training, public education, website design and capacity and 

general IT costs, as well as, monitoring and renewing records.   

 

Prin Cowan discussed the state of Virginia’s efforts to reduce paper by instituting electronic 

document management practices, which was initially begun in 2005.  She reported that many 

automotive forms and documents are now successfully stored electronically and available for 

easy retrieval by using their system.  Ms. Cowan emphasized that good, reliable scanning 

capabilities and IT savvy consultants are essential for the transformation to a paperless system.   

 

1:00 p.m. – 1:40 p.m. NHTSA VIN Search Rule for Recalls 

Jennifer Timian – Chief, NHTSA Recall Management 

Division 

 

Ms. Timian described a serious problem within the auto industry.  NHTSA is responsible for 

reducing deaths, injuries and economic losses resulting from motor vehicle crashes.  However, 

each year hundreds of safety recall notices are issued by manufacturers to millions of consumers 

many of which are never acted upon.   To date in calendar year 2013, 500 recall notices have 

been sent covering over 13 million vehicles.  Safety recalls are issued by NHTSA when defects 

or failures to meet minimum safety standards in vehicles or equipment occur.  The primary 

examples of these recalls involve faulty airbags, fires, tire failures, child restraint failures, fuel 

leaks and brake and steering failures.  The success rate of repaired vehicles subject to a recall 

notice averages between 40%-72% depending upon the type of recall.  In an effort to boost the 

success rate the Agency is adding new requirements to letters sent to vehicle owners that are 

intended to boost consumer awareness of the importance of immediate repair.  Plus, NHTSA is 

providing easy and efficient ways for the public to find vehicle-specific safety recalls 

information on the World Wide Web starting in September 2014.  This is called a “Recall Look-

Up Tool” that will allow a consumer to go on-line and type in a VIN to determine if there has 

been a recall notice for the vehicle.  An additional tool is directed to manufacturers where they 

will be required to check the web page for outstanding recall notices when doing repair, service 

or warranty work on a vehicle.   

 

2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.    Roundtable Discussion Among Workshop Participants  

 

Following the format established the previous year, not only state regulators but all workshop 

participants were encouraged to take part in the roundtable discussion.   

 



Virginia - Bruce Gould reported that the state completed a survey to determine dealership on-line 

presence and learned that nearly everyone was using the internet to some degree.   

 

Virginia - Prin Cowan stated that their newsletter was now on-line and that the website had been 

upgraded.  They are getting good data by using additional technical upgrades to the website.  She 

also stated that the Occupational Business Division received technical IT upgrades that allow 

their investigators to more efficiently submit reports from the field.   

 

Colorado is participating in an internet advertising task force.  The task force focus is “How to 

regulate internet advertising”.   

 

Utah – the state is concerned with its “print on demand” licensing.  They are having fraud 

problems, as there are ways to changes addresses, etc.  Tom Fullington offered that Arizona has 

the ability to correct errors to prevent fraud through the state’s “error report”.   

 

British Columbia - Ian Christman mentioned that illegal dealer advertising continues to be a 

problem.  Mercedes Benz is sponsoring an education program workshop that helps to address 

this problem.  Within BC the consolidation of small “mom & pop” dealerships is of concern.  

The purchasers are not buying the franchise, but instead buying the locations.  Ian reported that 

his inspectors are working with iPads in the field to speed up their reporting.  Finally, he reported 

that the Tesla issue discussed at the earlier presentation does not affect BC as there is no 

franchise law in there.  

 

Oklahoma - Roy Dockum said that the state is also reviewing the possibility of an online portal 

for “One Stop” licensing for all agencies which issue licenses for business and individuals.  The 

task force is moving toward a solution but there is not one yet.   

 

Texas - Gulf States Toyota - Laird Doran stated Texas recently passed a Right of 1
st
 Refusal Bill 

protecting consumers in Texas.   The lawsuit between dealers and Tesla took everyone’s 

attention.  Another issue involves manufacturers showcasing their products at “Ride and Drive” 

events.  Rids sponsors don’t need to be licensed but do need state approval.  These product 

shows are carried on by third-party activation companies. 

 

Arkansas - Greg Kirkpatrick reported that the state passed a law separating RV’s from the auto 

statutes.  He also reported that his operation is running at a substantial fund balance that allows 

him to offer $150k grant or scholarship for educational training in the automotive field. 

 

Arizona - Tom Fullington stated that E-documents are the thing in Arizona.  The titling and 

registration documents at the dealership are immediately scanned which then are available on-

line to interested parties.  This action saves the state $2M annually in paper retention costs.   He 

also reported that to expect Arizona dealers to fight to protect state franchise laws.  Finally, he 

stated that new vehicle sales are back to 2007 level.   

 

Baker & Hostetler LLP - Mo Sanchez mentioned that three new board members were announced 

by Governor Brown to the New Motor Vehicle Board.  He also thanked the NAMVBC for an 

outstanding workshop and said that his company was a proud supporter.   



 

Nissan North America, Inc. - Cecil Davis mentioned that Morgan Filbey, a regular attendee was 

unavailable this year but sends her best.  He also stated that Morgan had changed position at 

Nissan.  He further stated that, in the future, we should see Infinity separate itself from Nissan as 

the company wants to distinguish the two brands from each other.   

 

National Automobile Dealers Association - Jim Moors praised the NAMVBC for a job well-

done.  He said that nationally car dealers are doing well.  Sales this year will top or be near 16M 

vehicles, which is a marked improvement over two years ago when sales were less than 11M 

vehicles.  For NADA, the CFPB issue discussed during the workshop continues to be a big 

problem that will not be solved easily.  The presentations yesterday on this subject were very 

good.  He also said the collection and protection of customer data will continue as a major issue, 

as is NHTSA rule for electronic odometer disclosure.  Last year’s hot topic involving facility 

upgrade requirements is still a problem to be worked through.  And finally, stair-step incentive 

programs that are instituted by manufacturers are a problem because they favor mega dealerships 

over smaller dealerships.   

 

Connecticut – Mike Bzdyra discussed how the state is working through three phases of IT 

upgrades.  They are into the second phase dealing with vehicle registrations, which seems to be 

working out.  The final stage will deal with licensing which is scheduled for 2014.  He also noted 

that more customers are being served on-line as much as possible. Continued testing and 

meetings to devise means to handle more things on line will continue. And, by 2015, rules 

should be in place to allow for licensing of illegal immigrants to drive.  This is still in flux. 

 

Ontario - Michael Rothe stated that in Ontario, temporary tags are available on-line now.  Also, 

Ontario is in the second phase of collecting data in order for renewals and registrations to be 

handled on-line.  Dealer advertising continues to be a problem.   

 

Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough, LLP - Steve McElvey thanked everyone for a great 

workshop and pledged continued support. 

 

Toyota Motor Sales, USA, Inc. - Deborah Goldman said that Toyota’s business is up.  She said 

that 20-28 states had franchise bills before their legislatures.  She is concerned with over 

regulations of what is otherwise a very good industry and supports strong franchise laws.  She 

said that for all manufacturers ZEV mandates and alternative fuel vehicle requirements are 

challenging. 

 

Nebraska - Bill Jackson said a big problem in Nebraska is dealer illegal advertising.  For the first 

violation he fines $2K; the second $3K; and the third he brings them into his office and they talk 

about their license to do business.  He said that usually solves the problem.  The state is in the 

process of building a new computer program which will be challenging.  And, in order to move 

his case calendar along at the pre-hearing conference, he is attempting to have the parties 

stipulate to as much as possible.  He then limits hearings to no more than 4 hours per side.   

 

Louisiana - Lessie House explained that in 2009, the state legislature put RV products under her 

program.  That has created new problems because in her state RV dealers, whom many are small 



operators, don’t want to go on-line to register or license all their vehicles.  She’s gone to a two 

year program to make participation less onerous, but that hasn’t entirely solved the problem.  

The True Car advertising situation using terms like “invoice” and “cost” is now occurring in 

promotions by other on-line vehicle advertisers, such as Edmond Blue Book.  

 

Saturday, September 28, 2013   

 

8:30 a.m. – 9:30 a.m.   Breakfast  

     Royal Sonesta Harbor Court 

 

9:30 a.m. - 10:45 a.m.   Business Meeting 

  

Board was called to order by President Greg Kirkpatrick. 

Those present included:  Greg Kirkpatrick, Bill Brennan, Roy Dockum, Ian Christman, Lessie 

House, Ingya Cattle, Marilyn Maxwell, Bill Jackson, Bruce Gould, and Prin Cowan.   

Secretary Brennan said that the minutes had been circulated at breakfast for all to read and asked 

if there were any questions.  Bill Jackson moved approval.  Ian Christman seconded and the 

motion passed unanimously. 

   

Roy Dockum presented the financial report ending December 31, 2012. Roy recommended that 

dues remain the same for next year.  He also mentioned the difficulty in planning when many 

registrants entered late.  The wisdom of early registration was discussed for the future and ideas 

on how to get people to register early was discussed.   Some of the suggestions included making 

the cost higher and even higher for late comers.  Lessie House moved to accept Roy’s financial 

report.  Bill Brennan seconded and it passed unanimously. 

 

A discussion took place regarding a winter workshop in New Orleans for a half day business 

meeting and conference agenda.  Lessie will check hotel rates and Greg will check with NADA 

for a room block for less than 10 rooms.  No action was taken. The officers will further confer on 

this matter within the next two months.   

  

A discussion then took place regarding the site for next year’s Fall Workshop.  San Diego was 

recommended.  Bill Jackson moved approval, Ian Christman seconded and all agreed. 

 

Bill Jackson as head of the nominating committee said that the committee recommended that 

Roy Dockum continue as Treasurer, Ian Christman as Vice President, and that Greg Kirkpatrick 

become Secretary and Bill Brennan become President.  Greg said that he’d enjoyed being 

president but supports the recommendation.  Ian voiced concern that he might not be available 

for next year’s workshop as he hope to be in Europe studying for his Master’s degree.  He 

wanted all to know that he might not be able to give the association the full attention required of 

a vice president if he was studying outside the country.  A discussion resulted in all agreeing that 

we’d cross that bridge when it happens.  Lessie moved to approve the slate.  Bill Jackson 

seconded and all agreed.   

  

Ian moved that we adjourn, Marilyn seconded, but before a vote was taken a discussion took 

place about the creation of a $2000 scholarship to be used at $500 each to encourage the 



participation and presence of administrators from other states.  All agreed to include the 

recommendation as part of the adjournment motion.  It passed unanimously.   

 

 

William G. Brennan, Secretary 

 

Dated:   October 25, 2013 


